David Pena in
I knew it
when...
Script...

I knew it when I heard my own music coming out of my Mac.
--pause-My own music. At that moment I knew I wanted to do this. I knew I wanted to get
better. It made me curious. It made it clear for me.
-- pause-I remember being asked by the San Fernando Education technology, a couple of
summers ago, to consider re-recording the Star Wars music for the Star Wars-themed
student film festival. My teacher asked me to give them a Mariachi feel. Jazz em up. To
put chile on them. I was excited they asked me to be part of something. But, there was a
problem.
--pause-I had never seen the movies so within a few days, I saw the movies, listened to the music,
got their names, went online and bought the sheet music for the songs.
--pause-I re-arranged the tempo of the main Theme song from Star Wars to fit with in the
mariachi time structure. I recorded every instrument one at a time. I think, in the end,
there were about 20 instruments I used. All by myself.
--pause-I couldn't stop there. I had to keep recording. I recorded 4 more songs (when I was only
asked for one). This was so cool!!! Since school was not a priority for me, I knew I had
to work harder at this.
--pause-When I heard myself playing through the computer, I knew it, I'd never be the same.

Product

Script
(click to see
script idea)

Goal: Capture
a moment
where David
knew what
made him
happy and
what he
wanted to for
a long time.

Process

Narration.

BW, Color,
video

subtle music

record off
camera

Photograph
in the end.

The music
should be in
three parts

Make him
smile.

see script for
concepts

IDEA: build to
the song (a
new
instrument
added per
scene) until
the end where
you have
them all.

Recommend
a Trio(ish)
sound.

About 2 min

B Roll

Multiple
shots
(Coverage)

Can David do
something
quick?

writing a
score.

Would love to
see coverage
of him wring
it, taking it to
Apple Logic
(Show notes
on screen).

Tools

Motion: Intro
Graphics:
Name and
Title.

David Peña,
Mariachi
Director &
Composer

Another idea:

Have the text
follow him as
he walks
across you w/
a guitar in
hand.

Have him
walk along an
x axis from
left to right.
Track a
specific
marker on his
body.

Or use the
music match
feature.

Soundtrack to
remove room
tone from
narration.

remember to
get some
room tone.

add subtle
sound effects
like crowd
clapping.

Logic: Score

Have him do
it, but you will
integrate the
movie into it.

Marco will
show you the
instruments.

Compressor
to upload to
Homepage
and link to
Wiki.

